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Club Funding Drought Ends
SG Okays
New Laws

V

By Sharon Marek

•

PAINTINGS BY Dr. Walter Gaudnek ue being
displayed in Media, Pa., Presbyterian ChUI'Cb. Titled
"20th Century Catacombs," paintings feature many
religious and mystical symbols. Shown are a few of
the 50 paintings on display in Media, canvases which
were commissioned in 1970 by United Presbyterian
Women for their national meeting at Purdue
University. Exhibit has aJso appeared at 33rd

Conference of Architects, in Atlanta, and in
Philadelphia at Witherspoon. Paintings are owned by
the United Presbyterian Women, who display the
works. Gaudnek, who exhibited canvases on boats
during the 1972 Olympics at Munich, is participating
in an art marathon in Tampa that will end Saturday,
Oct. 21. (Photos courtesyof FI'U art department)
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ATO Punished For Antics
By Beth Weilenman

Alpha Tau Omega fraternity was
found guilty of four counts of
detrimental actions October 13
during a hearing of the
nterfratemity Council Judicial

board, chairman Ken Lasseter said
Tuesday.
Speaking to a meeting of the
Presidents Council, which includes
presidents of all ten fraternities on

Pre-Registration
To Be Examined
The 13-member Pre-registration
Committee has been appointed and
will meet October 24 to begin
investigation into the possibility of
reinstating advance registration. ·

P ro,J'I stu dent
Contend For
City Office
By Randy Harrison

"There are people who want to
use Winter Park like a
grapefruit ... squeeze it dry and
then discard it. This is what I thlnk
is the main issue" Dr. Jerome J.
Donnelly of the English dept. said.
"I saw my hometown of Ann Arbor
deteriorate beyori repair because
of a failure to re pect the wishes of
the people. I don't want to see it
happ n here.
Donnelly who brought his wife
and three sons to Winter Park three
y
ago, is currently running for a
at on the Winter Park City
Commis&on. One of his opponents
· John Brooks a tudent at FTU.
B o s candidacy e ms to pos no
p ial problems for Donelly who
s h h
n no "real jgns of
{Continued 011 P<IKe 10)

Dr. Leland Jackson, assistant
vice president of academic affairs,
has been named chairman of the
committee. Administration
representatives include Paul R.
McQuilkin, dean of men; I. Edward
Knight, director of admissions and
Joseph Gome~, comptroller.
Faculty Senate members ·on the
committee are Dr. Michael Hynes,
education; Dr. C.A. Clausen,
chemistry, and Dr. K. Phillip
Taylor, social science.
Faculty-at-large members
include Marilyn Busch, busine~
administration; Dr. David L. Block,
engineering and Dr. Edmond
Kallins, humanities and fine arts.
Student representatives
Paulette Getz, social sciences
Steve HaJe, natural sciences.
President Steve Adamick
represent student government.

are
and
SG

will

The pre-registration referendum
included on the SG election ballot
will be very_ important in the
decision regarding advance
registration. "If the referendum is
defeated the program will probably
be scrapped,' said Adamick, "If
approved, the results will be
forwarded to the administration."

campus, Lasseter said that he and
seven members of the judicial board
bad found ATO guilty of violating
S t u d e n t s Ri gh t s a n d
Responsibilities section 4, Personal
Abuse, which says, "Verbal abuse
of any perso'n, including Lewd,
indecent or obscene expression or
conduct, on university premises or
university -related premises is
prohibited .. . . "
ATO was also found guilty of
actions proven detrimental oo the
rushing of Delta Delta Delta
Sor?rity; guilty of 3:ctions
detrimen~ to the G!een umty .and
Greek spmt and ~ty of actions
p~ven t~ot:: ag~n~ g:neral I~
go. cy ~ tast ru
nc ions are
e ~g~ di .al eboard recommended
that 1i~ ~e placed on restrictive
suspension with no fine for 10
weeks, which would deny the
fraternity the rights of social, rush,
intramural and pledging activities.
The Presidents Council Tuesday
altered the recommendation· by a
three-{ou.r ths vote to allow ATO to
participate in intramurals. The
(Continued on Page 10)

A nearly 5-month dry spell for
funding of FTU clubs and
organizations was ended last week
when the Student Government
Senate passed two "milestone"
pieces of legislation.
The first, Student Senate Bill
5-5, will put $3,000 in a "Student
Government Clubs and
Organizations Account." This
money, according to SG President
Steve Adamick, can be obt.ained
quickly and easily by clubs who
need office supplies or have other
simple operational expenses.
The second bill reserves $12,000
to be used for "inter-university
programming." ''This bill," said
Adamick, "is intended to insure
that large sums of money will be
spent only on projects that will
affect or involve large numbers of
students on campus."
Citing SG's past record of
spending for club programs,
Adamick explained, "We have
consistently made the mistake of
expending large amounts of money
on projects that were for only a
very small group. Huge capital
outlay expenditures during the last
year for the MAX Clean Air -Car,
the Village Players theatre group
and the FTU Broadcast Club are
prime examples of this."
The old legislation, Statute 3-69,
clumped the proce~ of operations
and programs funding into one
unmanageable process, the SG
president said.
"Under the old system,"
Adarnick said, "club requests ·ror
small amounts of operating funds
were tied up often for weeks
because they had to go through the
same complicated process of
approval 'and allocation as the large
outlays for programs or equipment.
W'¢ have done away with this old
system with probably the . two
fairest pieces of legislation ever
written, five times speedier and the
--------------.

Correction
John Brooks, Fl'U student
and candidate in the Winter Park
City Commission race, is not an
ultra-liberal as reported in the
FuTUre last week. The story
should have read that Brooks is
an ultra-conservative.
'-------------

perfect compromise between no
funding and funding to the limit."
Club funding, by no means a
new issue at FTU, first came under
scrutiny earlier this year when
former SG President Frank Santry,
in a effort to stem the tide of
uncontrolled SG spending, outlined
a program that never pwed the
planning st.ages.
Santry originally sought to force
clubs to seek matching funds from
their associated departments for
any funding granted by SG. This
proposal met with such opposition
Santry dropped it in favor of a
program which required clubs,
organizations or individuals to
devise campuswide projects which
would be funded on a quarterly
basis.
Each club or group would have
to compete with others for a
limited amount of funds. Only two
or three major programs a quarter
would receive SG aid.
Neither program made it
through the senate, but in
anticipation of the necessity for
some new legislation, Adamick

STEVE ADAMICK

called a halt to club funding in June
and told clubs it would not be
necessary to submit early budget
requests under the old system.
"This is mandatory that we
com~ up with some new program
that woulrl allow clubs or groups to
get funding at any time. Had we
left the old st.atute in effect, no
club could have gotten funding this
year," Adamick said.
To get around problems ~that
,might come up, Adamick
explained, SG may take care of
large capital outlay requests by
purchasing equipment from its own
(Continued on Page 10)

Leaders Requirements Set
'lbree requirements have been
recommended for student
leadership or responsibilityin any
campus student government group,
organization, publication or campus
activity, according to Dr. W. Rex
Brown, vice president for Student
Affairs.
These requirements were
recommended by the Student
Eligibility Committee, comprised of
Student Organization Coordinator
Jimmie Ferrell, Assistant to the
Dean of Housing T. K. Wetherell
and Assistant for Student
Development Lynda Lotz. The
committee reviewed current

requirements before submitting
theirrecommendation.
A memorandum for Dr. Brown
quoted the recommendation as
saying; "To be eligible for any
position of leadership or
responsibility in any recognized
student governing group,
organization, publication or activity
on campus, a student must (a.) be
enrolled for a minimum of nine (9)
hours each quarter and be a
degree-seeking student (b.) have a
cumulative GPA and FTU GPA of
at least 2.0 (c.) not be on academic
probation or _disciplinary probation
which is a matter of record ...."

Vote Today At The Campus Kiosk-9

The recommendation continues,
"If a student does not meet
eligibility requirements and believes
his ineligibility is caused by
circumstances beyond his control,
he may submit a written appeal to
the Student Eligibility Committee
to hear and rule on any appeal.,,
The Office of Academic AffairS
has concurred with the
recommendation, and the change is
effective immediately. Brown also
said that one student representative
will be added to the membership of
the committee.
Other changes in student rights
(Continued on Page 10)
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Fear Of Truth Hurts
Are adminis1nrton on this campus afraid of the truth? It would seem

to us that certain sources in the administration are virtually paranoid
about the damage the truth can cause.
The FuTUre, by most standards, is a conservative paper with no
psticular bones to pick. The staff endeavors to work amiably with
.everyone on campus and bring the news accurately, quickly and
honestly to the university community. Yet there are several offices on
campus which treat FuTUre reporters as if they were from the Berkeley
Barb, out to screw everyone in si~t.

FOR WELL over a week FuTUre reporters worked through channels
to obtain an architect's rendering of the New Humanities and Fine Arts
Building already under construction. Every source proved to be a
deadend. All officers contacted on campus denied that any such
rendering existed, let alone was available for publication. Consequently,
on Sept. 29, the FuTUre carried a story stating there was no rendering
and an editorial cartoon illustrating what might happen if no one knew
what the building would look like.
The story was founded partially in amazement. No architect worth
his weight in sand would propose a building without a rendering,
approved by several sources before the entire plan is completed. The
FuTUre knew full welt that such a sketch existed, yet several offices on
campus, including the Office of University Planning, insisted that none
existed.
On Sept. 24, five full days before the Fu TU re released the story, the
Daytona Beach News-Journal printed the architect's rendering of the
Humanities and Fine Arts Building of FTU. The day after that sketch
appeared in the News-Journal the administration reaffirmed its story
that the sketch did not exist. (At that time the FuTUre staff was not
aware that thp New~Joumal had printed the sketch.)
Someone must feel we are pretty slow if they exp~t us to believe
that the News-Journal had a picture of the building before the president
of the university or the campus planner did, yet that was the story. The
FuTUre was not able, in fact, to get hold of the sketch until last week,
two weeks after the News-Journal's article.

THIS IS NOT THE FIRST TIME such unnecessary withholding of
information has been a source of irritation to this staff. Less than two
years ago a FuTUre photographer discovered a pool of blood in the
Security offices late one evening. The next day, when a reporter tried
to find out some information, the blood's existence was denied. By the
second day, rumors that some young lady had been stabbed in one of
the back parking lots were running rampant on ' campus. Still the
FuTUre was able to find out nothing.
Every source contacted not only said that no one was stabbed but
reiterated that the photographer had seen nothing that night in the
Security offices. The rumors grew until people were afraid to go into
the back lots. The FuTUre was not able to stop the rumors, as all
indications the staff had were that the rumors were correct.
Hospitals were contacted, the Sheriff's office was contacted and
even ambulance seNices were called. All in vain. Finally. when the
rumors were at their peak. the truth was spoken. In hushed tones and
in strictest confidence the FuTUre was told that-someone had evidently
tried to commit suicide and had been taken to the Seciirity office for
assistance.

THE RUMORS were then quickly squelched by the truth. The
nights of terror for co-eds who had late classes were O\~er, and had been
unnece55ary. Had the FuTUre been provided with the truth in the first
place instead of lies to cover up something unpleasant, the matter could
have been deiicately handled so no names or descriptions were used.
The university would have known what had happened, without having
spent almost a month in a panic.
Truth is the greatest single weapon against rumors and lies. If
campus sources could realize that the goal of the FuTUre is to
disseminate rapid, accurate. unbiased information, perhaps we could all
work together for the good of the campus, instead of against each other
for the same purpose.
The readers of the FuTUre have a right to know what goes on within
the confines of this campus. To try to hide information is an insult to
the intelligence of the people who make up this community. Most
offices already recognize this and cooperate wonderfully with the
FuTUre. Many go out of their way to be helpful. It is 1hose few who
can make life miserable, those few who think the university community
is not mature enough to make its own decisions and reach its own
conclusions.

A Matter Of Opinion
By Gabriel Vanni
So many have written about this
campus' apathy that it has become
nothing more than a boring cliche·,
a known and accepted fact.
But complaints that there is
nothing to do are not realistic
anymore. The Village Center and
the Student Government have been
making an effort since the
beginning of this quarter to present
good entertainment, viewable
movies and similar activities. The
fraternities and sororities have
added their share of involvement,
among other social or academic
oriented clubs.
What lacks is the motivation of
students. It seems not to be over
abundant or even existing. Some
may not go for what we are
offering and may prefer another
kind of life but the possibility of
having a rathskeller on campus is
thought to be the merger point we
all need. But won't it be another
flop?
You may want to be loners, but
do not avoid the responsibility you

r.
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representation is through your
elected officials in Student
Government.
Let this Student Government
election be the barometer of this
campus' apathy. It looks dim and
sick already. Out of 44 open
offices, only 31 are run for. No one
can force you to run for office or
vote, but it is sad to realize that
nowadays there are still persons
who do not give a damn. It may
even be those who complain, or
maybe those who advocate beliefs
in getting involved and
"representing" this campus.
Not long ago, a transfer student
complained about the lack of
activities and action on this
campus. When he was asked to get
involved, join a fraternity, run for
office in Student Government or
even simply contribute ideas and
suggestions and follow them
through, he capitulated back into
his cocoon and claimed total
disintetest.
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Oh, why can't I get my name changed?
No one hears a word of what I've said.
All it would take is time to be rearranged,
and just add some letters t? the Masthead.

I ask you, is my talk useless?
Does it go from ear to ear?
If the editors are in Communication,
why the hell can't they hear?

likes and let them go about their
style of presence on campus; the
other is to motivate them into
contributing a little of themselves
to create a closer bond among the
student body, the latter being a
rather hopeless task.
You are paying t.o support
student activities but your money is
not all we need. Your presence,
ideas and motivation are of primary
importance, and if you have not
voted yet, do it today and start
something.

Managing Editor .. James E. Couch
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Jackson
Advertising Staff . . . . . . . . Steve
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It's not that I don't like my name.

It's not that William makes me ill.
But, next to Willie, one thing 1 can't stand

The "FuTUre" is the weekly
newspaper of Florida Technological
University at Orlando, Florida. The
Oh, please do me one little favor.
FuTUre is published by President
Do just one thing that I bid.
Charles N. Millican and written and
Changing my name to William I will savor,
edited by and for members of the
(and the paper will look better if you did).
university community.
The editorial opinions expressed
Poetically Yours,
are those of the staff and not
William Lee Hidden
necessarily those of the
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , administration.
This public document is
TheFuTUrereservestherightto
promulgated at an annual gross cost refuse to print any fetters which are
:THE AWAKENING
of approximately
26,726 to submitted. All letters must bear<the
inform members of the university fu II name and address of the person
Shadows play aero$ their faces.
Crystal laughter shatteJS my sleep community of related news., or persons submitting them. Names
announcement.& and activities. Less will be withheld upon request.
while yellow~
an approximate annual revenue of !Address all letters to: Editor,
Rust away
9,065, this document is circulated FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando.
in a buming purple moming
for an annual net cost to the state Florida 32816.
-Bill I erson of approximately $17 ,660, or 8.5 r Phone: 275-2606.
cents per copy.
. Entered as third class matter at
._________________ the Post Office at Orlando, Florida.
is the gosh-dam name of Will.

JOHN S. GHOLDSTON - Editor-In-Chief

News Editor

Carol Whitten
Copy Editor

Sharon Marek
Layout Editor

Shelby Strother
Feature Editor

Harry Smith

Larry McCorkle
Sports Editor

Beth Weilenman

Advertising Manager

All the beautiful sentiments in the world weigh less than a single lovely action.

James Russell Lowell
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Construction Starting
On HUillt!!!!!ies Bldg.
Like Michelangelo carefully slowly into gear, students will
planning tor the C81'Ving of his witness the birth of a five-stoiy
majestic "David/' or Beethoven classroom building and a one-story
atmfuJiy molding musical notes rehearsal hall.
The main building will be a
into his "Fifth Symphony", the
foundation and site work was to haven tor music loven with its

hne beitm on what will be the music practice rooms, which will be
Humanities and Fine Arts Building.
At present time, according to
Fred Clayton, director of
University Planning, the first
element of construction (the
foundation and site work), which
was scheduled to have begun
Thursday, should be completed in
about 45 days.
A drawing and a scale model,
provided by Rowe-Paras and
Associates, is now on display on the
second floor of the Administration
Building.
Out of carpet, lighting fi:xtures
and steel will emerge a cultural
complex that will lead the student
through classical music and art eras
from centuries past to the present.
As the construction grinds

located on the rmt floor. 'l'be bi-,
and multi-lingual people will
enioy the language lab on the
second floor. Also on the second
floor will be clawooms and
audio-virual center, a lounge and
vending area for students and
faculty counselors' office for the
cultural but confused multitude.
The third floor wm be the
teml?orary home of art department
studios and gallery. Faculty and
department offices for the College
of Humanities and Fine Arts will be
located on fourth floor; and for
those who have stuck it out and
im~y reached the top, graduate
assistance and seminar rooms will
be found on the fifth floor.
The 12,000 - square foot,

m....

FTU Holds .Line
As Tuitions Rise

one-stoiy :reheatsal building will
feature a multi-purpose reheanal
space which can U<> he used for
recitals, lectures and other public
events. It will aJso house two music
hl>raries, a small pmctice room and
a faculty office.
Total project cost is estimated
by the architects to be about $2.23
million.
Clayton said the complex should
be completed "by fall of 1973·
hopefully, or January of 1974 at
the latest."
On September 24 the Daytona
Beach News-Journai' released an
artist's conception of the
Humanities and Fine Arts Building.
On September 26 it was reported
to the FuTUre that there was no
artist's conception. When asked
about this, Clayton said, "I didn't
know anything about it.''
According to Clayton, the architect
released the drawing to the
News-Journal before it was sent to
FTU. Clayton said he knew nothing
about the occurrence until it was
brought to his attention. Clayton
said, "The drawing is the architects'
now, and they can release it t.o
anyone they want to. It's theirs
now. That's the law."

NO, THIS IS not a photographic prediction of how future
generations will see the great out-of-doors -- through an all-enveloping
Bill Daum, acting director of haze of super-smog. It,s FTU,s "backyard" in the early morning fog.
FTU's tuition rate remained the the Southeast experienced the Public Information, said he had not (Photo by Ed Burton) .
same this fall while many greatest increase in tuition costs, released any information to
universities across the nation but still remain the geographic Daytona ~ach before September
increased their rates.
group with the lowest total charges. 26, adding that he received the
According to a survey conducted Institutions in the Middle Atlantic same photograph and news
by the American Association of states are the most expensive for information from Campus Planning
State Colleges and Universities resident students, but their the same day as the FuTUre. He did
(AASCU), the meqian cost .of non-resident. ~osts are not as high as say that it is customary that
tuition, room and board increased 3 the institutions in the West. which contractors commission artists for a
per cent for resident studep.t~ .an.Q. . -are .,tne : ~o5t ~xpensi~e for visual conception of a building.
8,5 per cent for non-resident non-residents to attend.
Four ·copies of the release received
The reason for the delay in previously, the University of
Despite -the incr{lase in student by Daum have stayed in the receipt by FTU veterans of their Illinois, the problem of annual
students over the 971:-7'2. academic
certification did not even exist and
:: . ..·• ·. ·
costs, the student charges, with the Orlando area, he said, adding that Veterans Administration (V.A.) he
year.
did not "see why it should
FTU has not had a tuition hike exception of some non-resident he sent oilly · a story to Daytona checks has been attributed to "the here_"
since 1971 when the cost rose fiom tuitions, are not sufficient to meet Beach, no photograph.
system" and the fact that FTU's
Miss Gatch said, "The V.A. only
instructional costs. While resident
classes did not begin until pays on a 30.day basis" and that
$450.00 to $570.00 a year.
Vice President for Business September 19, later than area
There is a wide variance in and non-resident costs increased 3
October 16 marked the end of the
resident tuition charges among the and 8.5 per cent respectively, the .Affairs John P. Goree said he was community colleges.
30 days, so that with or without
292 AASCU members. The rates average costs of instruction unaware that a Dayto~ Beach
Lola Gatch, secret.ary to the pre-registration, veterans would not
range from $7 ,000 per year at the increased 2.1 per cent from $1 509 newspaper had run the photograph. registrar who is in charge of receive checks until November 1.
District of Columbia Teachers in 1971-72 to $1,575 in 1972-73. He said t!1at he had only seen the certifying veterans, said there is no
Congress may be helping with
Colle.ge to $1,101 per year at
Institutions indicated varying release ~ven to Daum and the single reason why it is taking so the problem. A bill was passed
Emprre State College, New York. reasons for their student costs FuTUre. They {the News-Houmal) long for the veterans to get their
October 13 which would raise
The median tuition of the 236 increases, but by far the greatest may have gotten th~ photograph checks. She said there is always a
veterans' tuition benefits by 25. 7
reporting AASCU institutions is number (29 per cent) attributed it fr?m the contractors m Tampa," he delay in receiving the checks during
per cent, and, according to
fall quarter because of the necessity McQuilken, would lessen the delay
$435 per year for residents and to inflation. Twenty-three per cent said.
$1,264 for non-residents.
indicated the increase was to
of certifying veterans each year.
According to News-Journal The certifications are only gpod for between registration and the time
Including the cost of room and maintain quality, 14 per cent said
checks are received by the veterans.
board, the average cost of attending the increase was the result of state Business Editor John Boomfield, a one year.
Currently, veterans receive $175
Miss Gatch said that the absence
a state college or university for the legislature action, salary increases Daytona Beach vice president of
academic year is $1,304 for nece~itated the increase in 13 per Rowe-Paras, Tom Jannetides, of advance registration this quarter per quarter, $205 with one
residents and $2,087 for centoftheschoolsand12percent released the artist's conception to made no difference. Printouts of dependent, $230 with two
non-residents.
listed that no other funding source the paper as part of an registered students are not available dependents and an additional $13
A Florida resident dorm student was available. Only 4 per cent of ?~n.ouncement of Jannetides' until after late registration and this for each additional dependent. The
pays $1,570 to attend FTU for one the institutions increased student Jommg the Tampa frrm.
quarter Miss Gatch did not receive increase would boost these figures,
academic year and a non-resident costs to cover additional staff and T7
them until October 4. She said she respectively, to $220, $261, $298
and $18. As of Tuesday, this bill
faculty.
y
sent out certifications October 5.
dorm student pays $2,622.00.
State colleges and universities in
All of the reporting AASCU Bob Martin, one of FTU's was awaiting President Nixon's
institutions enroll students receiving
veterans, called it a "very bad signature.
00
some type of financial aid. The
deal.". Martin stated that he was
greatest number of schools (24 per
tol~ his first ch~k would not arrive
UCabOD
cent) report that from 30 to 40 per
Sales of Putt Putt golf tickets until two weeks mto November.
Dean o_f Men_ Paul R. McQuilken
cent of the student body receive which will benefit a former FTU
A book drop to benefit the financial aid. Ten per cent of the student who underwent a kidney apeed with Miss Gatch that no
SWIMMING
Orange County Adult Education schools reported less than 20 per transplant operation will continue smgle n:ason could be .pointed out
The extramural office is now
progiam at the Orange County jail cent of the students receiving aid, in front of the Village Center.
'.15 a mam factor. He S3ld the delay trying to find out how much
and prison farm is being sponsored and 1.7 per cent of 'the schools
Sold by members of FI'U m checks was not unusual, and the interest there is on campus for an
by Phi Delta Pi the campus chapter indicated that between 90 and 100 fraternities, the tickets cost $2, and Sep~ember checks would be FTU swimming team. AU persons
of the Student National Education per cent of their students receive allow the buyer to play 72 holes of received by veterans by October 25. interested are asked to contact the
ociation · Florida Education aid.
golf at Putt-Putt Golf Course, 6500 Oct?ber checks should be received office in Room 103 of the PE
ciation.
Only 38 per cent of the E. Colonial Drive. The golf course dunn~ the first week of November, Building.
)tudent are being requested to campuses, more than 50 per cent of normally sells the tickets for $3, McQwlken adde~
.
donate books at the Kiosk the students are working to finance and all proceeds for the tickets are
The problem 15 a senous one to
b ginning Monday. The book their education. Only 3 per cent of going to the Mike Vaughn fund.
vet~rans who are dependent upon rp
collection i the first activity for the schools indicated that less than
Mike Vaughn attended FTU their checks. At a veterans meeting .l.
Education Week. Phi Delta Pi will 10 per cent of the students worked until he withdrew because of his Tues~ay • Larry Mathe~, ~?ent
Fl'U's student - faculty _ staf
also spon or a forum 11 a.m_ to lessen the financial burden.
illness. The transplant operation Af_fair~ assistant, said,
The directory is tentatively schedule
Tu d y on th
Village Center
The m dlan instructional costs and other medical expenses have umversJty has an unstructured for release this s week
Gr en di ussing "Pr blems in for graduate programs in state cost his family more than $60,000 inte~st in veterans_" He said he is
The directory . is a ·oint
Publi
hoot.
co~eges and universities is $1,950. l? combat the disease he bas had ~,ry mg to . chang~, that to a publication produced by se~eral
ndidates for ~1th 180 of the schools reporting smce the age of two.
hool board
structured mterest.
campus departments Lesr M
rang
County ~11 speak on ~~uate programs the median
Other events are being planned
Ron Sisson, pres:id~nt. of ~e Gross, purchasing de ·artme~; and
mpus Wedne day t 1 a.m. and a tu1 1 n for graduate students is by FTU Greeks to help Vaughn, a ~udent Veterans Organization, said James T Simmons )r
'
1
·11 be shown Thursday
film
505 for residents and $1,116 for member of Kappa Sigma his group is "attempting to get 950 departm~nt are joint ., P~r:so~e
momin and vening.
non-residents. This is the first year Fraternity. These activities include members by the end of fall quarter of the proj~t
coor ma rs
'1' di play racks built for Phi th
graduate costs have been a bike-a-thon, a bike race and rally. so that the organization can begin
Names · and
.
1 Pi will
n be loca ed in the included on the survey therefore C· 1tributions may also be sent to working to alleviate some of the information h
b pert~::Ue~
n ral
Bui1dinl?,
d
comparisons are tL Mike Vaughn fund P.O. Box vets' problems_,, He stated that at from studen:veaff -:en
rds,n
! ll
363, Titusville.
the university he attended bou"'"g an d personne8.ll'oSf'fi
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As Easy As. • •

one
two
three

1.

YOUR OPINION IS NEEDED! COULD YOU USE COMMUTER
SERVICE FOR SOUTH SEMINOLE TO F.T.U.?

2.

FILL OUT THIS FORM AND LET US KNOW YOUR NEEDS.

3 . .· DROP TIDS IN INTER-CAMPUS MAIL OR RETURN to S.G.
OFFICE -

205 V.C.
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MAIL TO SG OFFICE ROOM 205 VC
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Library, VC Exhibits
Intrigue, Pose Questions

E TER AINMENT
SUBSIDY PROGRAM

WOMETCO

FLORIDA STATE

A browse through the exln"bits in
the Library lobby would be well
worth the time, and would prove to
be enlightening. Since last week's
review on Chavda's prints and
Wellman's photos, the pottery of
Stephen Jepson, the thira member
of the art faculty trio, ha.5 been
added.
The work in blue make a
delicate contrast to the warm, earth
shades of the other pieces, and it is
fun to pause briefly in the lobby to
oompare the shapes of the pitchers
and covered vases.
One should t.ake time, too, for
the book of comments on the
glass-topped t.able. There are the
inevitable ones: "I loved it! " "Far
out! " and "Right on." Still other
quips were ascerbic or obscene:
"Any interesting study in
pseudo-symbolism is nice. Very
safe," "Crummy!" and some came
to praise, saying, "Let's have this
sort of display more often. This
kind of talent and energy deserves
more exposure."
Charles
Wellman, the
photographer contributing to the
exhibit, said he was skeptical of the
comment book's value. .
"I feel that the nature of the
comments would tend toward

praise
which might appear on
the same page. I feel that a book in
the lobby is an inappropriate place
for a serious evaluation of the art
work.,.
Perhaps he is right, but the book
of comments does add interest, if
not enlightenment, to the exhibit
of the works of Jepson, Wellman
and Chavda now in the Library
lobby.

The art department at Valencia
Community College is soliciting
artists from a 12-county Central
Florida area to enter their drawings
in the school's upcoming drawing
exhibition to be held November
5-30.
According to Mrs. Qurentia
Throm, head of Valencia's art

department, John Gordon, director
of the society of four arts in Palm
Beach, will be the judge for the
exhibition.
Three purchase awards of $250
each will go to artists whose works
are selected by Gordon for addition
to the college's art collection.
Entries from the counties of
Orange, Osceola, Brevard,
Seminole Polk, Lake, Sumter,
Pasco, Hillsborough, Pinellas,
Hernado and Indian River are
eligible.
Each artist may submit a
maximum of two drawings for
acceptance which may be
hand-delivered ol' mailed to the
college no later than October19.. All
entries will be judged by Gordon
October 20, and notices will be
mailed to the entrants stating
accept.ance or rejection.

Charity Bike-A-Thon
Set For Orlandoans

A new twist is being used on the November 4 at 8:30 a.m. All it will
walk-a-thon idea in a fund-raising take is some pledges and a biker
VC Room 205
drive for cystic fibrosis. A willing to pedal 22 miles to aid
---------------------~--~~~w~h~~~m~~h~~~~n~b~~m~b~~~ro~research .
The Cystic Fibrosis Research
Foundation needs money to
combat this disease which takes the

11Cl£TS AYAIAIU JI SC OFFICE

.--.---------------...m-------..-----------------------------.
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The bike-a-thon is being run by
Gary Miller and Mrs. Francis
ohnson. "The bike-a-thon was
riginally my husband's idea," Mrs.
ohnson said. "He teaches at
Valencia Junior College. We were
ble to get Gary Miller to help us.
n St. Petersburg recently, another
ike-a-thon collected close to
12,000 foi:. . cystic fibrosis. We
ould like to see Orlando come
close to that."
. The
bike-a-thon starts in
downtown
Orlando
at
the
xposition Park across from the
city auditorium.

• YOU'RE AGOOD MAN
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Pace Too Slow
In 'Fat City'

bet 20 1972

Flack 'Sensuous'

II

11

By Fran Elliott

John Huston has directed some
All of this repulsiveness adds up
rather outstanding films in his time, to paint only one picture - people
but "Fat City" is not one of them. need dignity and worthwhile
It is a study of the pitiful situation relationships with other people and
in the "sport" of boxing and the the world around them.
At the very end, 'I\Jlly pleads
failure of the men who lead the
short.lived careers in the ring. The with Ernie to keep him company in
Northgate Triple Theatre plans to an all-night hamburger stand. Then
house this movie for a brief run.
the theme song comes through loud
The story (what there is of it) 1and clear - "Help Me Make It
and the film are terribly Through the Night,, - a sad but
slow-moving and at time5 eve~ true comment on the lives of those
boring. Stacy Keach plays the older - men who believe they can find
boxer defeated by alcohol and by a some value and worth in the fight
wife who has left him. He always game and never quite realize it is an
promLses himself and others a great unreachable goal.
comeback, but can never actually
train long enough to make the Campus Glances
I
effort worthwhile.
He influences a young boy
named Ernie Munger (Jeff Bridges)
to try his "natural" ability at the
game. Ernie does have moderate
success in bout decisions and
apparently will not quite fall into
the same traps in or out of the ring
as his "hero," Billy Tully (Keach).
The part of Oma, who is no
more than a cheap whore, is played
by Susan Tyrrel. Her character is
neurotic, exasparating and
extremely unattractive. She and
Tully latch onto each other half
crazily. Their promise to each other
of "you can count on me" is no
more than the silly song of two
mushy boozers.
The actors who portray the fight
manager, second and other gym
guys seem to be played by men
taken off the streets. They are
realistic, however! The scenes are
shot along the lower West Coast
where the "has been,, boxers can
only find daily work as pickers in
the fields alongside workers who
claim, "All a man needs is a woman
with a good job."

I PART-TIME

Bii.Lii ROPER'S DRIVE INN
Just North of Traffic light in Oviedo
across from Western Auto.

ups
e

CA~R

CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES OF WORKING PART-TIME WITH
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE As an equal opportunity employer,
United Parcel Service is looldn~

OPPORTUNITIES

for ambitious students to load.
unload and sort small parcels.

• STEADY EMPLOYMENT

The hours of employment are:

PHONE ORDERS - - 365-5881

e 5 DAY WORK WEEK (MON.-FRI.)
FROM

CHICKEN - SHRIMP

• $3.32 PER HOUR TO START

BAR-B-Q - FISH - HAMBURGER
THICK SHAKES - FROZEN CUSTARD

e

$3.47 PER HOUR AFTER 30 WORK DAYS

e $3.57 PER HOUR AFTER 60 WORK DAYS

6127

12 NOON

TO

3:30 P.M.

Aaaly In Person At
Aila AYE. ORl.AllDO 32111

Tmday _W*sday Thursday
Between Ille ms of 10:1 am to 4:11

• PAID VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS

Bring lfOOf of slDdent status and if veterm

• WORK WITH FELLOW STUDENTS

ZACHARIAH

lrill Sanice Fn 00214.

CHECK IT OUT ..... .
FuTUre ADVERTISING NEEDS ONE STUDENT F OR PART

TIME WORK~ PICK YOUR OWN HOURS, PUT CASH IN
POCKET.
LR 21 S or Call 275 - 2606

THE FIR ST ELECTRIC WESTER N!

VlllAGE CENTER PROGRAMS FOR •••
•

ZACHARIAH -- OCT. 20, 21
8.: 30 P - VC Assembly Room
TONITE
&
TOMORROW NITE
8:30 PM
V.C. ASSEMBLY RO

JOHN HARTFORD
NOVE BER 2
VCAssembly Room

YOUfff

CHARLIE BROWN -OCT. 26. 27, 28,
NOV 3, 4
8: 30 PM - VC Assembly Room

ALBERT BROOKS
11 AM - NOV. 7
VC Assembly Room

JFK
OCTOBER30

~20,1912

C. J. 'Rip' Russell Remem.hers

Man Who Led Three Lives_
By Randy Harrison
The air temperature outside the
cramped, darkened cockpit
dropped to a hostile minus 30
degJees. In the rear seat of the
two-man, twin-engined Air Force
interceptor, the weapons system'
operator flicked the armament
system toggle switch to the "on,,
position, observing the red light
that meant the rockets were ready
to fire. His earphones crackled with
the directions of the ground
controller in the radar site who
guided the jet on a course headed
directly for the unidentified object
picked up on the radar screens.
AB the systems operator swiveled
his helmeted head to check the
myriad dials and gauges of his
million-dollar craft, he stole a swift
glance outside. Thirty-three
thousand feet below, the snow and
glacier- covered Brooks Range
shimmered blue-white in the pale
light of a winter Alaskan moon.
Forbiddingly beautiful, but there
was no time to enjoy it.

***
The batter swung his Louisville
Slugger at the outside fastball and
sent it careening across the floodlit
manicured infield toward third'
base. With the fluid grace of the
seasoned professional, the third
baseman scooped up the ball and
side-armed it to the second
baseman for. th~ force out and the
end of the mmng. AB the players
trotted toward the dugout they
slapped the third baseman on the
back, congratulating him for
another in a long string of well
executed pla_ys. _ _ _ _ _ _

WHICH of these men ~ Campus Security Officer with the Cleveland Indians baseball team. (Photo
Clarence J. Russell? Can't guess? Well, the man sliding courte~ of C. J. Russell}
into base at the left is Rus.sell in 1949 when he was
'
·
d
orders to transfer to the Pacific as a his hiJ?h school sweetheart, and
Before being accepte
as a
hlS. records
1
weapons operator on the deadly t~eU: three sons m~ed- to the campus poIice officer
•
night-fighter known to the crews l<l_?nda sun and the begmmng 01 nIS were carefully reviewed. Thas
who flew them as "Black Widows." thard career.
screening permits the selection of

The atom bombs on Hiroshima
and Nagasakai and the subsequent
surre~der. ~~ Japan found.' Rus.5ell
back m cavilian life along with some
six million other ex-servicemen.
Russell had been the object ·of
much attention that one season at
Duke b~fore thew~, and as a result
of tl:us attentron from the·
*:"*
pro scouts, he was signed with the
Cleveland Indians farm ·system. His
The attractive coed leaned up first team was in Bakersfield,
against . her car, impatiently California, but his abilities with a
denouncing her stupidity for glove and a bat soon propelled him
locking her keys in the car again. up ~~ ~dder to the ~ast .coast
Sh e was sure 1•t wou Id tak e secun•ty Clas.5 A League . team m W1lkesa long time to arrive and she was Barre, Pennsylvania. In less than
equally sure she would get caught five years, Russell rose to the. top of
in the rush-hour traffic on 436 as a the farm system at the tnp~e A
result of the delay. In less than two lea~ue . town . of S~n D1~go,
minutes she saw the long gold Cah.forma. ?unng this penc;>d,
.
"Rip" carried a 325 battmg
stat10n wagon with the FTU crest
b tt d ·
·t
d
u
d
t
t
average,( a 105 driruns-m
·
·a e135)
on 1 s oor pu up an sop. 0 u average
one
year
vmg
m
11
d
ffi
d
steppe a ta , suntanne o teer
d h"t b tw
d 25 h
with a ready smile. "What seems to an 1 e een 21 an
omers
b th
bl
. ?"
season.
e e pro em, miss.
IperWhy
did he stay in the minors
***
when today he would have been
These three vignettes appear to All-Star material? "Well," he says,
be completely unrelated. They are "in those days after the war, th~re
not. Each is a representative scene were more ball players runnmg
from the three distinct careers of around than the system could use."
Campus Police Officer Clarence J.
The inevitable rise to the major
"'Rip,, Russell.
leagues was stopped abruptly. ~g.ain
Russell , born in Darien ' by the outbreak
. of hostilities.
Connecticut in 1923, has been to Recalled to active duty, Russell
such exoti~ locales as Bangkok, found himself again drawing on his
Tokyo, Paris and Madrid, and experience with radar as he
found himself in such backwaters as instructed neophytes on the
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, esoteric intricacies of the device.
Oklahoma City and Bakersfield, After this asfilgrunent Russell
California. In one short lifetime moved to the back seat of the F-89
Russell has been a professional interceptors based at Elmendorf Air
baseball player a career Air Foree Force Base in Anchorage, Alaska.
officer and now a member of the
Then came the plum assignment
campus police force.
to the Air Fo~e flight test facility
AB he tells his story Russell leans at Edwards Air Force Base. There
back and clasps his hands behind Russell wo~ked ,~s a "f~ system
his head. He smiles constantly and control engmeer. He designed test
laughs nearly as often. It is obvious programs for the armru:ient systems
that he enjoys himself.
~ the new . super_ Jets . of the
After completing his high school century senes' mcludmg the
at Roxbury Academy Russell went ~10~, ~02 106 104and105. Each
to Duke University on an athletic rnd1v!dual prog~~m cost
scholarship. IDs academic pursuits approxunately two million dollars
were short by the catastrophe at and took months to complete.
P arl Harbor on December 7 1941.
The next eight years found
Commissioned as a ~econd Russell going to navigation school
lieutenant in the Army Air Foree and . playing military checkers,
Russell underwent trainlng in an moving an average of once every
airer ft system that was to tw~ years. His last a~ignment as a
revolutionize aerial tactics, airborne mamtena~ce ~quadron commander,
dar guidance systems. His capped his Air Force career. In the
p10ficiency in the temperamental co~rse of his duties in this
dmce whlch
in its embryonic
gnment, Russell flew regular
'
such th t he
missions all over the world.
•1ec1red to instruct others in i use.
Retired as a Lieutenant Colonel
_.__.:;:r,;:::~'° !Ultil he
p ced on in 1968 Russell, his wife who was

only those with the highest
qualifications and impeccable
backgrounds. Testimony to the
selectivity of the job is that there
are currently nearly lf>O
applications on me for only 18
positions.
After being accepted, Ru~u. as
do all perspective officers, was put
on temporary ~ignment at the
Orlando Police Academy for a
180-hour course in police science.
The degree of professionalism
involved is a point of pride with
Russell. "It's a pretty common
misconception that we're just
'campus security' but really we're a
police force for a small community
with all the powers of arrest of a
state patrolman."
When the "small community" of
Fl'U grows to its full size, plans call
for the expansion of the officer
strength to a level of 40 men.
Sergeant Russell's affinity for
the job stems primarily from its
frequent opportunities to assist
those in need. AB he talked about
this aspect of his work his
omnipresent smile spread across his
face as he blew cigarette smoke
towarji the ceiling. "I think ·I s~y
young by staying around the
students. My everyday dealings
with them ... it's like having a
bunch of kids of your own··· you
try to keep them straight.''
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By John Bridges

Amid the new faces on campus
this fall, there are three new faces
among the music faculty, including
a new chairman, Dr. Gale Sperry.
Sperry {Ph.D. in music and
education from University of
Minnesota) came to FTU from
!university of South Florida, where
1~e spent five of his 12 years there
as music chairman. Prior to joining
SF he spent seven years as
rector of bands at University of
innesota.
The active and dedicated
.a dministrator has also proved to be
~ very interesting and open-minded
person. At a time when many music
faculties are content to preserv:e
"tradition," Sperry said he feels
that he can most readily identify
witli music of the 20th century.
He said he finds the present
scene represents so many diverse
elements (such as neo-Baroque,
neo-Romantic, neo-Cla5.5ic, the
FTU's new music department . chairman, Dr. GaJe Sperry, looks at
electronic media and the some student records while giving advisement.
avant-garde) that as a result "today
y o u ' re n o t 1o c k e d i n t o his fourth year free to work with chairman, Sperry has an immense
anything ... anything goes."
the faculty on his own personal background in public school music
This open point of view career objectives, whether this programs; is editor of the Florida
certainly prvides a promising and might be jazz improvisation for Music Director and the Journal of
exciting future for the music commercial work, or work in an Band Research and is chairman of
department. Of course no electronic studio, or any of the the articulation committee of the
Florida College Music Educators
chairman's personal goals can other diverse choices available.
1
Association, which coordinates
survive without support of the
entire university system, students
An ~lectronic studio, with music transfer programs in Florida's
included. No new chairman can talk synthesizer, is planned for the new junior colleges and senior
very long without at least Humanities Building to be opened institutions.
He is the father of three
mentioning his wishes for next fall.
curriculum revision.
Sperry sees both the jazz-pop children, one of whom already
Briefly, Sperry said he would scene and the electronic medium as teaches music in the Virginia public
like to see a trimming of the "valid, but as a means ... not ·an school system and another who is a
present curriculum until what end." Also in the "pending senior majoring in music therapy at
remains is essentially two course approval' stage is a plan for the Florida State University.
Other new members of the FTU
divisions which are highly music department to coordinate a
integrated, and are puzsued by the program with Walt Disney World to music faculty are:
Dr. Gary Wolf (Ph.D., Eastman
student for three years. The two provide musicians with further
divisions are performance, which professional experience and School of Music), also from USF,
would include private lessons and training.
where he taught piano for nine
solo and ensemble performances;
Programs of this nature are most years. He will be responsible for the
and musianship, encompassing suited for "pioneering" at new continued development of the
theory history, composition, and so universitie~ Sperry said and entire piano program at FTU.
on.
success holds great potential
Dr. Horace Boyer, {Ph.D., Music
The student would thus rece1Ve a recognition for the university and Theory, Eastman), presently
well rounded, basic education in the department.
teaching voice and a senior-level
about three e
He would have
In addition to his new post as theory course.
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It's Curtain Tinie, Charlie Brown I
."You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown,, will open Thursday evening
in the Village Center Assembly
Room under the direction of Dr.
Ken Lawson. Two free ticke~ are
available to all FTU studen~ at the
Village Center main desk.
The play will be perfonned at
8: 30 P.M. on October 26, 27 and
28, and November 3 and 4. Posters
announcing the performances will
appear in downtown Orlando and
Winter Park. Admission for the
general public is $1.50.
Two technical rehearsals are
scheduled for early next week to
perfect the lighting and orchestral
effects of the production. The cast
will have a dress rehearsal
Wednesday night.
"I like to get things done ahead
of time,,, Dr. Lawson said as he
hammered the final nails into
Schroeder's piano. "It's a good
my father was a carpenter." Dr.
Lawson had the piano and
Snoopy's dog house constructed
last Monday. Michael Johnston
(Snoopy) has been working on his
balance on top of the dog house
that stands nearly as tall as he does.
"'Ihe Doctor is In" booth and
bench will be used by Lucy in the
play. A teeter-totter that doubles as
a pit.cher's mound is part of the set,
as well as Patty's chair and Charlie
Brown's bench. Other props include
Snoopy's various hats, his dog
bone, his bowls, baseball gloves for
everyone, Charlie Brown's baseball
bat and large notebooks for the
book report sequence.
Instruments that will accompany
the play are flute, bass, piccolo,
drums, piano, xylophone,
vibraphone and electric piano.
There are no curtains in the set, and
there is a back stage on both sides
of the set. Five hundred seats will
be set up for the audience.

Dr. Lawson said other schools in
the area may attend the play as
they did last year for the
"Fant.astiks." "It depends on how
much they want to see the play."
"This is a challenging role
because my younger brother had a
'Lucy' image of me," Luann Lyne
said of her role in the play,
" ... the crabgrass on the lawn of
life.,, She saw all three
performances of "You're a Good
Man, Charlie Brown" by the New
York touring company.
Mrs. Lyne is working in the
billing department of Channel 9
WFTV. She will be a junior in the
speech and theatre field at Kansas
State University in June, having
previously attended Southwest
Missouri State College.
At Missouri Mrs. Lyne
performed in "Blood Wedding,"
"Cabaret," "The Music Man,"
"Celebration," "The Apple Tree"
and "H.M.S. Pinafore." She was
given the best bit part of the season
award for "George Washington
Slept Here" at the Orlando Civic
Center. Mrs. Lyne is not certain of
her future in theatre in Orlando.
"You don't really do it for
money," Mrs. Lyne said of her
motivation in theatre. "You can get
to know your own personality. It
broadens your senses and makes
you ready to adapt to any
situation."
Mrs. Lyne said of the cast, "It
really feels like I'm working with
the kid next door who I think is a
dingbat, my best friend, that dumb
dog, my little brother and that
piano player who won't pay

Pensacola Junior College on the
recommendation of friends. In his
first quarter here as an English'
major Bea.son tried out "for any
part they would give me.,,
"I love being in drama." Beason
hopes t.o perform in a summer stunt
troupe next year. "I like the
English language, and it used to kill
me to see a high school teacher turn
people off to English." Beason
complimented the teaching
excellence of FI'U's English
department.
Beason appeared in Joseph
Heller,s highly sophisticated dlama
"We Bombed in New Haven" at
Pensacola. At Woodham High
School he was in "The Education
of Hyman Kaplan" and "Up the
Down Staircase." He performed in
alargechurchchoirformanyyears.
Bea.son plays the guitar, and
enjoys playing in rag-time and
twenties fashion. His musical
preferences run from Bach and
Beethoven to Jethro Tull and
CAST MEMBERS of "You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown", which
Emerson, Lake and Palmer.
will be presented Thursday night, take a breather in between scenes at a
"The stage ties you together. recent rehearsal. (Photo by Craig Powell)
Everyone is working for a single
goal," Beason commented. "After a
performance you have the most
empty feeling . ."

GREAT EXPECTATIONS

SHORT STORY
Dr. Timothy O'Keefe, professor
of communication, has a short
story, "The Long Night," in the
current issue of London Mystery
Magazine, one of England's leading

AUnique Boutique For Men &Women

140 W. Fairbanks
Winter Park
attention
. "piano
m
Michaelto m
Beason e
is that
:::n~y~st~e:ry:_!p~u~b~li:ca~t~io~ns~._ _ _ _ _J~~~~~~~~~················
player who, at one point in the
play, "just can't stand it" when
Lucy talks of saucepans.
"Schroeder'' came to FrU from

FOR WRECK DAMAGE

LINEAR SOUND.
YOU HAVE TO SEE IT
TO BELIEVE IT.

AND ALL TYPES O:F PAINT WORK .....
See Fritz at

OVIEDO BODY & PAINT SHOP
365-3592.
Sound systems designers
have been talking about Linear
Sound for years. But until EPI
came along, nobody had it.
So what do we mean by
" Linear Sound" ?
It's what the sound of an
EPI speaker looks like on a .
frequency response graph:

Wednesday is
Ladies Night

EPI MODEL 100

CITIZEN'S

-

BAND

.. . .

-

..

HORNl"S MOTOR LODGI
3300 S. Orange Blossom Trail

Phone 422-4521

Fmtd1ey Audi11 /nc.

))9 Park A venue. South

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

I KNOW Will WANT TO SEE
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I
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EIGHT P.M. -
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Students Give Views On Cafeteria
Since the new Village Center
cateteria opened it has not been
attracting enough customers to pay
expenses. It is feared that unless
business picks up, food prices may
have to be increased
The FuTUre recently polled
various students around campus to
find out if they have or have not
eat.en at the new cafeteria, and if
not - why? The poll revealed that
the reason most students are not
eating there has little to do with the
cafeteria's food quality. For the
most part, students' schedules will
not permit them time for a
cafeteria meal. Instead they get a
quick snack from a vending
machine or at the snack bar.
The poll also asked students'
opinions of the new cafeteria, the
quality of its food and their
preference between it and the old
cafeteria. Their opinions are ~

follows:
"I like it. It's a lot more
comfortable than the old
cafeteria." - Ron Tubb
"Yes, I think it's a lot better,
both the food and the cafeteria. I
don't think you could get food any
better for the price." - Ma!k
Crosby, senior, psychology
"It's definitely an improvement
over the old cafeteria." - Suzanne
Rupp, freshman, general studies
''I haven't eaten at either
cafeteria. I'm afraid it !the old
cafeteria} doesn't have a very good
reputation. I haven't heard much
on the new cafeteria yet.,, - Paul .
Jenkins, junior,political science
"I haven't eaten there yet. I.
commute and I just grab a sandwich
at the snack bar." - Yvonne
Perrine, sophomore, education
"I work there but I haven't
eaten there. rve seen the food and

it looks presentable. It has never
attacked me yet, but having never
eaten there I really can't say
anything bad about it. I haven't
heard any complaints.,, - Bob
~junior, general studies

•aniiii1

'I really enjoy it. Of course
there are times things aren't just
like you would fix them at home
but otherwise I really enjoy it. I eat
there every day now whereas I used
to bring my lunch to the old
cafeteria. I think it's a big
improvement." - Eloise Strickland,
secret.ary at the Health Center
"I eat there every day. The food
isn't that great. There's too much
starch." - Karen Riem, junior,
secondary education
·
"I think the new cafeteria is fine
but the ingredients in the food are
terrible. It's typical institutional
food. The atmosphere is better than
the old cafeteria but the food is still
the same." - Walter Carroll, junior,
law enforcement. "The food's not
that much different, but I like the
atmosphere much better than the
old cafeteria. I liked the longer
tables in the old one, but the new
one is brighter." - Regina Murray,
junior, math education.

"It's definitely an improvement
over the old cafeteria. It's bigg~r there's more room and there is a
better choice of food. ' - L e
Constantine, vice president of
Student Govemm:.e.. c .cn..;: l.::.:_ -..,-_____

(Cafeteria photos by Craig Powell)

FuTUre Classifieds
services

autos
PO RSCHE-1966- 912 Harvest
gold, black interior, 4-spd chrome
wheels radials, new brakes,
excellent cond. but must be seen to
be appreciated. Call 425-4969,
$3,000 or best offer.

Featuring Family Dinners
Plus 23 House Specialties
Orders to take out!
Open 4:30to11 P.M.
Closed Monday
"BEST CHINESE FOOD IN TOWN"
1

RENAULT 66 - 3, lOO mi. good
cond. throughout, fantastic milage,
mu st sell $225, Call Harriss
568-4219 or ext. 2504. 1st money
takes it!

PHONE 277-9741
Waiters/Waitress/Busboys/Busgirls Russian made 7.62mm rifle.
prefer over 21 years old, apply Rio custom stock. Excellent cond., box
ACROSS FROM BELLOWS T.V.
Pinar Country Club 277-5121 of shells included. Call 838-2045
~;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;=;;;;::;:==:;::;:;;:~p~a;r;t-~ti;m;e~.
after 8 p.m.

5314

E. COLONIAL DR.,

ORLANDO

•••••11111!!111•..

24 HOURS.- 7 DAYS A WEEK

CLUBS &ORGANIZATIONS
Club Pictures ·for the 1972-73
Pegasus Yearbook will be
taken by appointment only
Oct. 23 Nov. 3
by Pegasus Photographers

66 FAIRLANE GT 390 - auto.,
power brakes & steering, new tires
& mags, tape player, 3,600 actual
miles. Call 647-4335 or 422-7422.

OVIEDO CHILD CARE
&KINDERGARTEN
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced pfayground
hot lunches

PHONE 36~,-..,5.023

J~? ·w.

B.roadway. OVIED

GETTING
TOGETHER
WITH YOU
WFfU Request line: 275-2640

640AM
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY

Contact Pegasus Office V.C. Rm 210
by Oct. 20 to set up time,
location and date of club picture.

W FT U ACTION PLAY LIST
1. J Can See Oearly Now
by Johnny Nash

6. Why

2. True Blue/Wear It Well
by Rod Stewart

7. America

3. Tightrope

8. Black Seeds

Leon Russell

4. Poor Boy
by Casey Kelly

5. Back Stabbers
by The O'Jays

by Macondo
by Yes
by Main Ingredient

9. Feel Alright
by Cargoe
10. Honky Cat
by Elton John

Odoblr

. . .0

I

f Uftdl ft9
(Contiwd
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""-------------~

utianocated reserve.
"For example," said Adamick,
"if the Biology Club comes to us
and wants to purchase canoes for
an ecology project, we would
consider purchasing the canoes
ourselves and making them open to
the student body for use, but
perhaps give the Biology Club
priority. 'Ibis way we would not
needlessly drain the procmamming
0~
account for a large outlay that
would serve a limited interest
group."
Looking to the future, Adamick
outlined his intentions to even
further improve Bill 5-5. "What I
have in mind is taking one third of
the $3,000 and giving it to Jimmie
Ferrelrs office (director of student
organizations). Ferrell and two
appointed students would act as a
committee which could pass
judgment on and provide funding
directly to clubs or groups under
my administration. No formal
senate action would be necessary. It
would be the fastest possible way
of providing operational funds, and
I personally think it would be
terrific."
According to Adamick, no funds
will be granted under the new
statutes until the newly elected
senat.ors take office next week.
-------------

fraternity

(Continued from Page 1)

Cynthia Smith, president oi
Tri-Delta, and Diane Smith
president of ~eilenic and a
member of Tri Delta, would not
comment on the case.
Recommendations will be senf
to Dean of Men Paul R. McQuilken~
who must sign them if they are t.o
go into effect. Should he approve
the recommendations, ATO wilr
have 10 days to appeal to the
Executive Board.

COft

f

1971

and "quiet,,, popped up frequently. better."
He wants to encoumge ped
an
The existing fonns of city
(Continued from Page l)
tr~ffic and to create special go emment are quite satisl ctory
_ _ _ __,__ _ _ _ _ _....,.~facilities like bike ramps on curbs to Donnelly. He believes, ho ever,
bis (Brooks) campaign here on for the legion of bicyclers in inter that the city comm&ion of Winter
campus.
Park.
Park has as a main function the
There is one basic area of
Donnelly tums a jaundiced eye responsibility of giving the city
agreement between Brooks and on ' development" plans that are manager clear-cut directives on all
Donnelly and that is the need for not thought through on a long term isrues gennane to city policies.
what Donnelly describes as basis. He feels that "some of the
This opinion is in contra ,
"inexpensive, dependable public things passed (by the commission) Donnelly feels to one of his
transportation in Winter Park".
as progress are actually regress." In opponents whose campaign motto
The effort to get himself elected particular he cited plans for low is "Let the city manager manage
1>egan for Donnelly when he income housing recently considered the city." Donnelly interprets th.
-(Co_n_tinu
-became aware of efforts by by ci·ty officials.
as an abrogation of one of the
_ ed from
_ Page 1)
.__...,.......,.....,.....,oiiiiiil....______..-rfevelopers to have
regulations
The multiple-family low-income commission's main duties. Such a
and responsibilities concern changed that restricted both the housing considered by the digression from what is needed on
on-campus speakers. A four-page size and type of construction commission has proven t.o be a the part of the commission,
report by an ad hoc committee has allowed in Winter Park. "The failure in other locals. In its place I Donne 11 y says, would be
suggested changes in speaker policy. papers d~n't give much publicity to would like to see single-family particularly bad now when more
Copies of the report have been the meetmgs where these changes housing. I believe it's definitely "vigilance" is needed, not less.
distributed by Dr. Brown t.o the are proposed, so you have to be
offices of the dean of men the aware of them. Most people don>t
dean of women Student Affairs fmd out about the passage of
Student Govern~ent the FuTUr~ unpopular moves until after they
and several other campus offices.
have gone into effect,,, Donnelly
The American Society of Civil Sawyer, director of ASCE will
According to Brown, the said. His frequent attendance at Engineers (ASCE) will present a speak on the value of student
recommendations were developed city commission meetings led him campus membership charter to the membership.
to safeguard the rights of students to the decision to run for the office FTU chapter of ASCE at a 6:30
The high point of the evening's
to "hear speakers under the First. in the forthcominl! city elections. p.m. banquet Tuesday in the activities will be the presentation of
The time· involved is Village Center south dining room. the charter to the university by
and 14th Amendments of the
The banquet will be highlighted
Co~titution. At the_ same time, the· proving to be considerable and
Larry Smith, president of the
policy helps establish procedural while he offered no estimation of by the appearance of several guest F1orida Section of ASCE.
limitations as developed through the hours he devotes to the task of speakers. Alex Senkevich, regional
Dr. Martin Wanielista, assistant
the courts .. I~ also helps to ~ipulate. winning the seat, he does feel that director of the Central Region ~f
those conditions under which guest it in no way detracts from his the Florida Department of professor of civil engineering, will
lecturers . an_d off-campus speakers teaching responsibilities. "The Pollution Control, will talk on the be the club's advisor. Wanielista
may be invited by student groups campaign is causing me to take time rules and regulations concerning commented, "There has been a lot
to appear on the FTU campus. The away from my family not my job " water pollution in the state. Chuck of hard effort and work by the
guidelines and circumstances under he reflected.
'
' Collins of a firm called Penetryn students to establish a nationally
which a speaker may be denied are: As he leaned back in bis chair will speak on the improvements of recognized organization at this
also indicated."
sunglasses perched on his head' source systems to meet those rules university and the students involved
Students and organizations are hands clasped over his whit~ and regulations, and Thomas really deserve a lot of credit."
asked by Brown to read the new button-down collar shirt and sedate
BRING YOUR BICYCLE PROBLEMS TO US!
speakers policy. "Hopefully by· navy blue tie, Donnelly conveyed
utilizing this method we have the impression of a man actively
ALL REPAIRS AT REASONABLE RATES.
formulated a univemity policy engaged in maintaining Winter
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHTWEIGHT
which is more acceptable to the Park,s traditional image. The words
BICYCLES AND ACCESSORIES.
-"tree-lined," "shady," "residentia1"
campus as a whole."

0

8

Student Rights

ASCE To Receive Charter

council later specified that ATO
pledges could not participate in
intramurals since they were not yet
on the fraternity roster ru; full
members. The recommendations
will not affect current IM standings
since they are not retroactive.
~~----~---..~----~~----~~~"""
· ,._~,._~,._¥11111,..,_'¥'111~'V"I~~.-..... . •
The 1Fc Judicial Board hearin~
was called when Tri-Delta Sorority
filed a complaint with IF
concerning an ATO pledging•
incident. During a pledge smoker,·
according to a member of ATQ. ani
ATO pledge wore a Tri-Delta jersey.
Another member of ATO held a
sign, near the pledge; the sign was
allegedly labeled "whore." The
sign, according to a member of
P.O. Box 120, Deltona
another fraternity, was not planned
Fla. 32763
originally in the skit.

"Point" Your Way· To,_ The Stars

Ruth-Leen
Custom
Needlepoint

\A/Q](KS
1219 N. Orange Ave.
Orlando 423-9972

Candles for all occasions featuring
"Coquina Sandcast Candles"
Candle-making supplies
Many gift items
Beautiful selection
assorted candles.

of

180 Park Ave. N.

Winter Park

/Jill /Jae1e
"MR.

COL.OR

TV"

•TV• STEREO• RADIOS •TAPE RECORDERS=""'
- • RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • RENTALS

*

1033 N. MILLS *WINTER PARK MALL

'* "Melody Corner'' 8~

-----TAPES--and--RrCORDS_____ _
AT D COUNT PRICES
Central Florida s Largest Compact

SELECTIO
SONY-PANASONIC-ELECTROPHONIC
RCA - SYLVANIA - SOYNA
CRAIG~ MASTER ORKS

NUTHIN' BUIT THE LEVI'S SHOT
with tons and tons of 100% LEVI'S!!!
Dress and Jean knit
Levi's for Gals
Leathers
Levi's Belts
@_d
Brush Denims
many other
Cords and Brushed Cords
Blue Denim
styles & col ors
5043 EDGEWATER DR.
ORTHGATE PLAZA

FoTUre
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Weekly Activity Calendar
TODAY
Meeting, 12:15 p.m.; VC Assembly
RoomB.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT:

Senior pictures, an day, vc 211.

"'ZACHARIAH'':
Movie, 3:30 p.m., Village Center
Assembly Room.

Meeting, 11 a.m., Resetved Section
Cafeteria, open to public.

CHEMISTRY CLUB:

Mee1ing, 11 a.m., EN 406.

Meeting, 11 a.m., SC 115.

~-S-U_N_D_A_Y_,_O_CT--.2-2-----i

Meeting, 2 p.m., VC 214.

THURSDAY, OCT. 26

Senior pictwes, all day, VC 211.

Senior pictures, all day, VC 211.

Senior pictures, all day, VC 211.

KAPPA SIGMA:
Meeting, 7:30 p.m., VC 214.

MONDAY, OCT. 23
EADLINE:
Entry for Men's and Women's Cross
Country.

Open to public, 11 a.m., SC. Bldg. Nor

ELTA SIGMA PI:
Meeting, 11 a.m.; LR 233.

TRI-DELTA:
Meeting, 5 p.m., VC 214.

TYES:
Meeting, 6 p.m., LR 211.

PI KAPPA ALPHA:
Meeting, 6 p.m.'EN 121'.

LAMBDA cm ALPHA:
Meetin~, 6:30 p.m.~ V-CAR.

YOGA CLUB:
Meeting7p.m.,CB 119.

TUESDAY, OCT 24
PEGASUS:
Senior pictures, all day, VC 211.

PEGASUS PILOTS:
Meeting, 11 a.m.; EN 418.

ORUM:
Discussion, VC Green, 11 a.m.
Problems in Pu blis Schools,
sponsored by Phi Delta Pi.

VOLKSWAGEN
RIDES AGAIN
70 DELUXE BUG
Cobalt Blue/White Leatherette.
Empi Wheels, 4-Spd, R&H. SHARP!

$1695
69 FIAT 850
Spyder Roadster, Burnt Orange and
4 Spcl, R&H.

$995
69 AUTOMATIC BUG
oga Vhit • Bwgundy Leatherette.
A(f, White Walls.

~

Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 212.

Meet School Board Candidates, 11
a.m., vc Greea Sponsored by Phi
Delta Pi

OCIOLOGY CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., CB 103.

Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 110.

LACK STUDENT UNION:

CHESS CLUB:

Meeting, noon, VC 214.

lfe @le Jlf um~re
J

Everything you will touch for
this week will tum to disaster.
Avoid close cont.act with .all
good friends, and stay away
from any raw sex. It will be a
funny thing if you don't.
(Funnier than usual, I mean.)
AQUARIUS:
A list of futile things for
Aquariaiis to consider this week:
Trying t.o fit in last year's
bathing suit. Trying to comb
your hai:r to make it look like
you're not losing it after all.
'Trying to cram for finals. Trying
to get along with your peers.
PISCES:
Hold tightly to your sanity. It
will fil!ht to leave you again this
weekend. You will not be able
. to fight as well as usual,
however, as you will be strung
out on mushroom soup.

$1495

B

Y

h Th G

Discu~on,

S.

Meeting, 11 a.m.~ V-C 214.

~@~~~~~(lJ@J;tt
d R •d

S

O D
e OO ' eSI ent eer
beginning to deteriorate. By
waiting for you to expectorate
Wednesday you will begin to
(spit) on your foot again. You
11sed to do it so well, but you
leak blood from under your
f"mgemails. By next Friday you
have digressed to the dribblint
will become bloated like a
stage.
blow-fish and none of your
LIBRA:
clothes will fit you.
The last time I saw your face
GEMINI:
it WM not wh~ie it sh?uld have
· Due t.o an uncanny amount
been. In fact 1t was m a very
of ecclesiastical meetings attend
strange place. I hate to think
by you, your voice will slip from
about it.
SCORPIO:
your throat. Pencil and pad will
Tr""'n
~>"> to spell
... your chest h ......
b ecome a mu st f or your
thin s for advertisin firms.
..
communicative purposes (should
you ever learn to spell!).

Amaze your friends. Amuse the
neighbors and collect some
biead in the process.
.SAGITTARIUS:
All the world is watching you.
.Rip your clothes off and dance an
exotic fan-dance. Won't that wow
them in Kansas?
CAPRICORN:
The little lady you kicked
yesterday is looking for you. She
has a huge black and blue mark
·
in a m ost emb arrassmg
p1ace.
She has a stick.

•••••••ill•••miiiiliiiiliiiiii••••••••

CANCER:
May your lips dry up and
crack, and curl away from your
gums. May your teeth stick out
so far that you couldn't french a
coffee pot. May your
subscription to National
Geographic be cancelled because
you are "not the type the
society wishes to be associated
with_"

ARIES:
Avoid dwarfs posing as tall
people. Also avoid tall people
posing as dwarfs. Avoid tall
people posing. Avoid tall
PEOPLE.

LEO:
Cold pills are heavy in your
horizon this weekend. Take five
or six and stand back. You will
explode from the nostrils like
Mount Vesuvius. Sell tickets.
VIRGO:
Everybody in the street is

BARNETT BANK
FREE CHECKING

II
•
I

$1595
72GffiACOUPE
ith GT Stri

utom ti ,
F/Wauanty. lmm cul.at

2495

LOUIS
'YOLKSWA I

southeast

Motors public relations staff will
address the Science Senior Seminar
Thursday at 9 a.m. in the
Engineering Auditorium.

Room A., sponsored by VC.

Our Helpful "Blue Book"

•

DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK

ALL ABO UT DIAMONDS

EAST ORLANDO

17-92 at LEE ROAD
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
WEST ORLANDO

Buying a diamond for the first time? Or even thinking
about it in the next few months? Now is the tine to
stop in and get your first comprehensive informa ion
about these beautifully mysterious gems. We will be
happy to show you a selection of qualities from our
fine stock and explain the subtle points that establish
the per carat price of every diamond. Also, pick up
your free copy of the American Gem Society's helpful
36 page booklet on "Diamond " which gives accurate
information on grading and pricing. No obligation, of
MEMBER AMERICAN GEM soc1rn
course. Stop in soon !

@

70MGMIDGET
Vith Wire Wh l R&fl, 4 pd.,
dial Oran &. Black.

G rody,

11 a.m.; VC Assembly regional manager of the General

CIRCLE K:

Meeting, 6:30 p.m•• VC Card Room.

.

SCIENCE SEMINAR
Mark

YOGA:

Meeting, Executive Board, 5:30 p.m.;
VC 200.

PISCOPAL SERVICE:

Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 245.

Meeting, 11 a.m., CB 104.

TKE:

Meeting 11 a.m., LR 245.

BLACK STUDENT UNION:
:SOCIOLOGY CLUB:

Meeting, 5 p.m., VC 214.

TAURUS:
All your blood vessels are

Bia

YOUNG REPUBLICANS:

FORUM:

Senior Pictures, an day, VC 211.

Meeting, 3:15 p.m.; VC Assembly
Room B.

Musical, S: 30 p.m.; V-CAR.

Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211.

23.

For Friday, March, May.
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:

KARATE CLUB:

"YOU'RE A GOOD MAN,

CHARLIE BROWN":

\'OUNG DEMOCRATS:

ALPHA cm OMEGA:

PEGASUS:

TRI-DELTA:

~~~~~~~~~~r-~~~~~~~~--1NAVIGATORS:
PEGASUS:
Meeting, 7 p.m.; vc 214.
PEGASUS:

ATTER-DAY SAINTS:

Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 360.

a:

fulti Pwpose

Meeting, 11:30 a.m., VC Assembly
Room B.

Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 200.

CHEMISTRY TUTORING:

'ZACHARIAH~':
Movie, 30 p.m., VCAR.

a.m.,

J(ARATE:

Meeting, 7 p..m., LR 211,

DELTA TAU DELTA:

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 25

SATURDAY, OCT. 21

Senior pictures, an day, vc 211.

TKE:

DUST. ENGINEERING:

Meeting. 11 a.m., LR 211.

EGASUS:

Meeting, 11
Room. ·

eeting, 6:30 p.m., LR. 233.

KARATE CLUB:

PEGASUS:

STUDENT GOVERNMENT:

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:

Swalstead
Jewelers
CNA Building
255 S. Orange Ave.
Free In-building Parking

Bank Americard & MasteI
Charge Welcome
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It's Final! JU vs FTU Dec. 5
By Fred Cay

Four FrU coaches presented
new players and schedules at the
Oct. 12 Athletic's Press Luncheon
and all voiced a recurrent theme the need to take a big step toward
national recognition.
Basketball coach Torchy Clark
has scheduled national powers
Jacksonville and Memphis State.
·Gerry Gergley's wrestlers will tackle
Notre Dame, East Stroudsberg
(''You probably haven't heard of
them . but they're tough." says
Gergley) and the Southern Open,
while the baseball team, under
Doug Holmquist and in its ftrSt
varsity season, has added Columbia,
Delaware and Air Force. Dr. Lex
Wood's tennis squad will participate
in a number of nationally
recognized tourneys.
Also, FI'U may soon be a
member of the NCAA college

new sports information
coordinator.
.
Basketball and wrestling, bo~h
getting under way next month, will
feature a majority of newcomers.
Clark has JuCo transfers John
Smith, Bob Jones and Arnett Hall all forwards - and Angelo Callins, a
playmaking guard. Also, there are
freshman guards Don S1semore and
Steve Armitage and center-forward
Willy Belotte.
From a squad of 23, Gergley has
15 first-year performers, among
whom Sam Williams, Greg Lane,
John Theders and Randy Jesse are
some of the outstanding ones.
Octavia Piva, Brazil's National
Junior champion, and Joe Lucci - a
transfer f;c>
m y ~dungbstlowstn ( Ogthhio)
11
State

-WI

COllSI

era •

ren

en

Wood's tennis team. They join
holdovers Mike DeZeeuw, Charlie
Herring, Jim Kelaher and Neil
Howard.
Wood eagerly anticipates a
potent doubles team of DeZeeuw .
Piva as "possibly one of the best in
the Southeast/'

Holmquist recruited some
outstanding local high school talent
as well as a few from his native New
England area for his first full year
as coach. There are still about foUJ
months before baseball starts
however.
But basketball is just around the
comer and Tuesday, Dec. 5, is the
big cJ4ly for the Knights - the day
they journey to Jacksonville to
meet the JU Dolphins, who have
for three years played in national
post-season tournament and were
runners-up to 1970 UCLA champs.
That may be the day FTU
basketball marches into the big
time - leading the other three
Lex Wood
varsity sports along with it.
!!JllllttfflllltllllltlllftnHm•HlllHntlUlllutllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
2 IE

BASE $1.75
REFILL $1.50

Liil&l
FTU Basketball Schedule

I
§

Nov. 30 Florida Bilbe College
Biscayne
Dec. 1
Dec. 2 Palm Beach Atlantic
Dec. 5 Jacksonville U.
Dec.11 U. of South Fla.
Dec.12 St. Leo College
Dec.19 Lake Forest College
Dec. 21 TOURNAMENT:UofRacine,
Dec. 22 T~ College and
Elmhurst College
Re~laer--Poly
Jan. 6
Tech Institute
Ian. IO Memphis State U
Jan. 13 Palm Beach Atlantic
Jan. 17 Ft. Lauderdale U
Jan. 19 No. Georgia College
Jan. 24 ~ew Hampshire College
Jan. 27 Fla. Institute of
Technology
Jan. 31 No. Georgia College
Feb. 1 Peid.mont College
Feb. 3 Fla. Bible College
Feb. 5 Rollins College
Feb. 9 Georgia College
Feb.IO Fla. Institute
of Technology
Feb.13 St. Leo College
Feb. 15 U of West Florida
Feb.19 U of North Carolina
at Asheville ~·

ENROLLMENT

Gerald Gergley
division. According to Dr. Frank
Rohter, now officially "director of
athletics," formal application has
been made and acceptance could be
forthcoming in a few weeks. In
another move, Hany Cush is the

Page size 3 - 5/8". A popular tw<>page style featuring exclusive ..clipon" arch.

Spotlight on trivia · According
to President Charles N. Millican,
there were some problems with fall
registration never before reported.
"I have heard," he said, "that the
computer enrolled one student in
100 courses."
No final enrollment figures have
been released, but Dr. John R.
Bolte reports the final figure
"should be somewhat over 6,500."
A report on enrollment was
released this week, but due to
discrepancies in some of the figures,
it must be put through the
computer again.

AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
HOME
AWAY
AWAY

Miami
Miami
WestPahn
Jax.
Highland Prep

AWAY

Racine, Wisc.

HOME
AWAY
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME

Highland Prep
Memphis, Tenn.
Highland Prep
Highland Prep
Oviedo Hi Sch ·
Highland Prep

AWAY
AWAY
AWAY
HOME
HOME
HOME

Melbourne, Fla.
Dahlonega, Ga.
Demarest, Ga.
Highland Prep
Highland Prep
Winter Park HS

HOME
HOME
HOME

Highland Prep
OviedoH.S.
Highland Prep

HOME

Highland Prep

St. Leo, Fla.
Lake Forest, Ill.

\._ ............. •••••••*·

#=210 DESK CALENDAR
Page size 4W' x 8". Extra ~· 2
page style, quarter hour appointments;
designer bases in Black, Brown or Grey
only.

BASE $1.85
REFILL $1. 75

#=919 DESK CALENDAR
Page size 3" x 3 %". A smaller book
style calendu for home or office.

BASE $1.35

REFILL $.75

~ LOOK~

"YOU MEAN WE'RE PLAYING JU!" Why is this man sweating?
Perhaps it's because FI'U has scheduled such major college powers as
Jacksonville and Memphis State. At any rate, Coach Torchy Clark ha.s
his work cut out for the 1972-1973 season.

HES

PRODUCTIONS

PRESENTS:

THE AMAZING

ESKI
A SPE . LB/NO/NG EXPERIENCE
OF MIND AND EMOTION

Orlando Municipal
Auditorium
Oct ober 20 s:oopm
TIC ETS AVA ILABLE AT ST REEP'S
AND THE INFINIT E MUSHROOM
$3.50 ADV ANCE
$4.50 DAY 0 F SHOW

:

THIS IS OUR NEW

:

*

TRADEMARK

*

:

CREA TED BY THE

:

*

**'

*

*
**

*
**
*
**
*
*
**
**
*
*

FTU ART DEPARTMENT.
AS A CELEBRATION
YOU CAN GET ANY ·
65 ~

SUNDAE FOR 45~

WITH THIS AD.
(GOOD THRU OCTOBER 27 )

*
*

Page size 3" x 4". A 2-page desk
calendar with flip-up date sheet and
handy memo page.

$1.35
REFILL 7St

*
**

*
*
**
*
**

**
**
*
**
*
***** *********** *
ALOMA SHOP PI NG CE TER
23 45 AL OMA AVE UE
WI -TER PARK, FLOR DA

#=313 DESK CALENDAR

#=958 DESK CALENDAR
age size 5" x 8". Ever Ready Desk
Calendar featuring the " Key-Hole"
slot for easy page removal Magnifying
window enlarges 12 month calendar,
efill 'f/=9581h shown. Refil l #=581h
ows current month and day and
ming month, refill #=4581h ha. 3
onth heading and appointment hours.

BASE Sl.75
REFILL $1 .65
Also l 1"' x 22,. page size calendars and
Monthly Minders availab le from
Sl.70 to S2.65.

C~!COt

H

george
Stuart

133 E.; st ROBIN SON

Orlando, F lorida

October 20, 1972

FuTUre

Blazing 1st Half Leads
St. Leo Over Tech
After falling behind 4-0 after one
half, the Fl'U soccer team played
what Coach Jimmy Rudy said was
"the best half of the year/' but
rmally succumbed to St. Leo, 5-0.
In the rast half, St. Leo put in
four goals from outside 20 yards,
three of which goalie Allen Hult

Embry-Riddle. The match will get
started at Sugar Mill Country Club
in New Smyrna
with the teams
teeing off at 1: 00 p.m. Any
students interested in the golf club
or team should cont.act coach Chris
Bateman at 889-2087 after 7 p.m.

WAA

Jim Rudy

The women's volleyball team
travels to Jacksonville Saturday t.o
play in a tournament with
Jacksonville University, Stetson and
Lake City. The tournament is being
held in conjunction with the
USVBA tournament. An unofficial
state collegiate championship team
will be decided.
November 3 Jacksonville
University will hoot its annual state
invitational college tournament.
FTU will be sending a team which
is coached by Miss Pam Burke, a
graduate of FTU. Miss Burke has
played tournament volleyball for
four years, and last year was on the
Florida team that went to the
Bahamas. Prospects look good for
FTU placing well in both
tournaments. ·

had little chance of saving.
FTU changed styles in the
second half and had several good
shots and goals which were wide.
St. Leo outshot FTU 31-13.
Hult had 14 saves for Fl'U.
Defensive specialist Dennis Jensen,
forward Dean Andreadis and
ARCHERY
halfback Dave Smith performed
The archery team will travel to
outstandingly for FTU.
FTU wil1 host Rollins a week the Stetson Invitational Tourney
from today on FTU's athletic Saturday in Deland. FTU is favored
to take moot of the honors and
fields.
awards at this iournament. The
archery team is led by women,
GOLF
Dena Pickens and Lyvonne Harvey,
Florida Technological and men, Sam Reyna, Mark
University's golf team gets Grossenbacher, Ed Lojka and Jeff
underway today with a match with Morton.

AN UNIDENTIFIED St. Leo player kicks in one
of bis team's goals in St. Leo's 5-0 shutout over Fl'U

in Dade City last Saturday. FTU'S BILL BALLANCE
(center) seems to be outnumbered.

Piva's Net Play Speaks For Him
Octavio Piva thinks his English
is, as he puts it, "not so good."
However, after listening to him
speak, you realize that he has
nothing to be worried about.
Admittedly he may pause while
trying to decipher catch words and
phrases like "get it together," but
in the long run, he can run off
sentences almoot as fast as he hits a
tennis ball.
The 20-year-old freshman com~
to FTU from Porte Alegre, Brazil,
and he communicates well both on
and off the tennis court. For him,
communication can be a flurry of
phrases or a string of crosscourt
forehand shots. Either way, Piva
gets his message across and he does
it well.
Piva began his tennis career at

ALBERT BROOKS IS COMING TO F.T.u.?I
ii
I DON'T BELIEVE .Ti•••

•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r

GRADUATING SENIORS

the age of nine when his father,
who ·was a weekend player, took
him to a tennis club. This brief
introduction with the game soon
kindled a desire for competition
and at 14, Piva started playing in
junior tournaments.
-

didn't stop here. He began playing
the Carribean Tennis Circuit in such
resorts as San Juan, Puerto Rico,
and Kingston, Jamaica. He
laughingly recalls one match where
he was scheduled to play
Wimbleton champion Stan Smith.
"I won by default over him in the
_..d ................ first round,'' he says.
According to Piva, tennis in
Brazil is quite different than it is in
the United States. "Tennis is not as
popular in Brazil. A racquet costs
too much," he laughed. He says
that tennis is played mainly at
private clubs and there are few
public courts. Soccer is the big
game there and is played by all
classes, whereas tennis is restricted
·• to the middle class.
\ One big change for Piva since he
arrived at FTU has been the
transition from clay courts to hard
Octavio Piva
surface (concrete) courts. "On clay
In his senior year of high school, you have more time because the
Piva became the best junior in ball does not bounce as fast. You
Braz ii, the Brazilian National have to play with every stroke," he
Champion. He went on to represent says. He fee1s the best way to adapt
his country in the Sunshine Cup, an to the hard surface is to "change
international team tournament your strategy, not your strokes.
which is the junior equivalent of The way you play must be
the Davis CUp. He also played in changed," be adds.
the Orange Bowl, another
Piva thinks tennis is the best
international event where he blitzed sport going, because as he says, "it
through to the finals.
requires concentration, good
reflexes, and you have to think
-Piva's climb -up the tennis ladder fast."
His spirit for the game shows
333 Park when he says, "I hope all the
people come out." Come out to
Ave. So watch? "Oh, no! Come out to play
lllDd enjoy!"
~~~~~""""!"!"'
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Sr. Pictures for the 1972-73
Pegasus Yearbook will be
taken by appointment only.

Oct. 23-27
9am - 3pm
by Jordan Marsh
in New V.C. Addition Rm 211
VC ROOM 210 FOR APPOINTMENTS

PLEASE MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
FOR YOUR SENIOR PICTURE

NOW.

n
0w
An.Rock Albums $3 .9 9

The post of curator of the
trophy display area has been
..,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.. transferred
to Jim Ferrell.

Come to

CRUSTY'S PIZZA
for a

CRAM COURSE.
Cntsty's Plue "• aHce ef tfte ~ Hfe,.

LOCATIONS:

*25632 (17·92) Casselberry
•4451 Hoffner Rd. 859-0130
*3231 Ed9ewater·Dr.
(acro11 from Ed9ewater Hi9h) 425·9071
*2013 Aloma Ave.
(in the Aloma Shoppi~9 Ce ter) 671-6177
•at the corner of Lancaster & Win. .arcl
151-1252
HOURS:

Mon. - Thur5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1l A.M. ·Midnight
Fri. - Sot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
Sun. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '4 P.M. • Midnight
Delivery within o three mile rod1us .. 5 P.M. - Midnight

FuTUre
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REFRESHMEN IS
DOOR PRIZES

OCT. 11 THRU OCT. 21st
OPEN 8 to 8, 1 DAYS A WEEK

SIMPLY REGISTER •••
NO OBLIGATION NOTHING TO BUY!

**
**
*

You need not attend our drawing to ~~n '. . . children under 18_ineligible - .

1st Prize Set of 4 Tires
2nd Prize 10 Speed Bicycle ·
3rd Prize 3 Speed Bicycle

**
*
**

**
**
***
****
***

MARATHON "83"

$15 95

RALLY GT SUPER WIDE BOOTS

$2995

SIZE 560 X 15 tubeless
blackwall plus $1. 73,
Fed.Ex.Tax

NO TRADE NEEDED

*I*

***
**

in the Southeast
RENT-A-BAY AUTO
SERVICE
DO-IT-YOURSELF.·

. NO TRADE NEEDED
.:: ;:::,

, ... ., :' ':

SIZE 520 X 13 tubeless
blackwall pJus $1 .29
Fed. Ex.Tax.

We'll Rent You A Bay And
Furnish The Parts At Low Prices .

~:

:::· ::

N~ TRADE NEEDED

ALL OTHEf11ZES ON HAND
AT SAME LOW PRICES
rn.t/J~

Portable 3 FT U
Radio
'E=~
•

Portable Radio
with purchase
of two or ore
Goodyear tires

•

•

AUTO
PAllTS

•I""* 'I
!!ti!

,{f.~!~ ;

·:

::::::~·

4

~

'~~~/

**

FREE

·-·~·~

NO TRADE NEEDED

You· AND YOUR CAR ARE FULLY INSURED!

WAYSTO
PAY AT

... 'i

SIZE 650 X 13 tubeless : : .:.:.:. . .
whitewall (blemish) plus ;·:.......... ..:
$1. 75 Fed. Ex. Tax
if':',

1 HOUR RENT-A-BAY TIME FREE

***
**

*
*
*

·;, ;:

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL .

**
**

*

f

SPICIAl SPECIAi

EXCLUSIVE .

**
***
**
*
**
*
**
**

:'\~..'~

I

SIZE A60 X 13 tubeless .
raised white letter plus
.>«' .
$1.98 Fed. Ex. Tax
i < ··
~.;;?'.

*

*
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=*
=*
=*
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***
**
*
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*
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BIG POWER

"SPITFIRr
BATTERY

·1515

12-Volt with exch ange SF24, SF24f, SF29NF

**
**
**
***
*
' -' **
***
**
*
*
*
*
**
#*
**
**
**
*** '
*
**
**
*

*

FREE •••

EXTRA

High Speed

SPECIAL!

WHEEL

BALANCING
· with all

59c
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ATO, Fae-Staff Pace IM Teams

mqe <irtai

By Fred Cay

Alpha Tau Omega and
Faculty-Staff remained atop their
respective divisions In men's
intramural flag football, ea.ch with
5- 0 marks through Tuesday's
action.
ATO prepared for the big·
contest with back-to-back shutouts,
a 59-0 drubbing of Sigma Sigma Chi
and a 19-0 win over .Kappa Sigma,
while Sigma Alpha Epsilon won
impressively over Chi Phi, 27 -0.
SAE'S Bobby Cooper tmew for
four scores - to Randy Harvey,
Jerry Frey, Roger Geyer and Craig
Rich, while quarterback Jim
Pietkiewicz of ATO passed to Mike
Mcintyre, Greg Gavel and Kevin
Powers for TD's.

K Q ra t e Cl U b
•
• sA g a In
S vv Ing
The FrU Karate Club is ~full
swing again this quarter, with a
strong nucleus of returning
karateka. FTU students who are
interested in the martial arts are
invited t.o any of the classes which
are held three days a week:
Mondays, 3:15-5 p.m.; Tuesdays,
12:16-2:30 p.m., and Thursdays,
11: 30-2 p.m., in the Village Center
Membly Room.
The stated purpose of the c1ub is
to familiarize interested FrU
students with various aspects of the
martial arts while providing an
opportunity to learn karate for its
physical, aesthetic and
self-defensive characteristics. The
instruct.or is Bill Powers, a first
degree blackbelt who achieved his
rank in Uechi-iyu karate while on
Okinawa.
There is no charge t.o FrU
students, and karateka from other
styles are more than welcome t.o
participate. If a student has ever
had any desire to learn karate for
self-defense or t.o get himself "in
shape," this may be his best
opportunity.
To obtain further information,
students may contact Powers at
275-8326 or Gary Hall at
275-4763.

Lambda Chi alpha poured it on Linda Gabriel, capt.a.in of the squad.
still win]~ Pi Kappa Alpha, 53-0. "We still practice about 45 minu~
Scott D' Amato f"ned scoring passes before each game we play.n
.
to Randy Blankenship three times,
She then adde~ ul think we
Joe DeSalvo three times, and to have more fun than the other
Dave Hudick and Lewis Jones. In teams, though." Her sentiments
other action, Tau Epsilon Phi were quickly echoed by several

whipped SSX, 30-0 as Ed Welch
tossed for three scores to Steve
Tyler and one to Bob Brown, and
ran tor one himself.
The Faculty-Staff and students
squad used another stiff defensive
effort in downing God's Children,
15-0.John Davis threw for TD's to
Rick Mills and John Kirkpatrick.
GDI, 4-1 and the Bombers, 3-1,
both remained in contention for
the independent crown with wins
on Tuesday. The Bombers beat a
stubborn Powell's People squad,
21-13, as Steve Jackson passed to
Van Mitchell, Mike Thomas and
Rod Hollinger for six·pointers.
Powell's scores came on Jon
McCoy-to-Bob Bennett and Bud
Bartholemew-to-Ernie Baker
hookups.
GDI's Pat McCarty fired to John
Smith and Jack Sirianni for TD's
and scored himself on a lateral after
completing a pass on the game's last
play.
Tri- Del ta and Independents
remain leaders in women's
volleyball with 6-0 records. The
Bookies are 4-1 while the
Faculty-Staff is 4-2.

***
One of the new teams in this
year's women's intramural
volleyball league is an interesting
bunch known as the Bookies.
Don't be misled by the name,
though. These Bookies aren't the
kind that set point spreads on pro
football games or anything of that
nature. What they are is a group of
13 staff members from the FTU
library. Library ... bookies, get it?
Ranging in age from 18 to 45,
the girls work harder at volleyball
than other teams, yet seem to enjoy
it more.
"We started practicing two
weeks before play started,'' said

~tGtnr~lt

catqt
}lpttrb
11!::::;;;=========================4

team members.
"I enjoy it and I never played
volleyball before in my life," said
Rit.a Dana, who also happens to be
one of two grandmothers on the
team.
Linda, who played on one of the
student teams last year, is tM
organizer of the team. She told
Karen Lawrence of her idea and the
two found enthusiastic response
from 11 of their coworkers.
Thus, the team was formed, and
it has been surprisingly succe6$fuf
thus far with a 4-1 record with.
three games to go. The girls also
plan to enter other major sports in
the intramural program.
Team members include Myrtle
White (like Rit.a, a -grandmother);
Jane Hayo, Marcia Norman, Teresa
Lacy and Barbara Ratti.
Also, MD:lY Alford, Lucille
Lloyd, Bonrne Jo?nson, Debbie
Askew and Cyd Radice.

Jredid9

By Larry McCorkle

Alabama-Tennessee and Colorado-Oklahoma highlight this weekend
of football action.
The impact of these games will of course be felt nationally. Also, the
· -games just might decide who will be conference champions of the
.-Southeast and Southwest conferences.
Tennessee will have the decided advantage of the home turf. But
that's about it. Alabama has the quality of players that can overcome
.·that advant.age. I see it Alabama 24, Tennessee 13 (Watch for an
unproved air game from the Crimson Tide).
Last week's game with Texas also showed the nation just how strong
bklahoma is. The Sooners won it, not with their explosive offense, but
·with a stonewall. opportunistic defense. That defense scored twice
~ainst Texas and shut out the Longhorns for the first time in nine
years. Colorado will provide a formidable opponent, especially with a
oack like Charlie Davis. But the Sooners just have too much of just
about everything. Oklahoma 27, Colorado 17. Last week showed 22
predictions right and seven wrong, for the year, 42-12 for 77 per cent.

Florida 24, Ole Mi~ 23
Ole Miss will be down from losing to Georgia and perhaps will IJe looldng
ahead to Vanderbilt. (??} No ldddi.ng, Florida has shown it has a janing and
tenacious defense and the ability to mold a well-rounded offense. Running back
Nat Moore, proving to be as pesky to defenses as his name implies, is. just
. beginning to loosen· the hinges after playing basketball last year for Miami-Dade
.• South.

F1orida State 35, Colorado State 17

Campus
~Glances
REFERENDA

. The Seminoles will get a much needed breather playing Colorado State, now
0-6. FSU's offense will be as potent as ever. Huff is leadi.ng the nation in passing,
Smith is leading the nation in receiving and Hodges Mitchell fs among the leaden
in rushing. The Seminoles' injury-riddled defense will face some problems,
·'however.

And in other games:
· Air Force over Navy; Arizona State over Brigham Yoong; Texas Tech over

T w o m a j o r i s s u e s ~ Arizona; Texas over Arkansas;· Army over Rutgers; Georgia Tech over Auburn;
pre-registration and the rise in · 'Oklahom.a State over Baylor; San Diego State over Bowling Green; UCLA over
parking decals, are the subject of California; Ohio State over Indiana; Miami (Fla.) over Houston; Georgia over
two referenda now appearing on Vanderbilt; Florida A&M over Tennessee State; East Carolina over North Carolina
the SG senatorial ballot. Students· $tate; LSU over Kentucky; Louisville over Wichita State; Notre Dame over
who are concerned about the issues. Missouri; North Carolina over Wake Forest; NebTtlska over Kansas; Sou them Cal
should vote today before 4: 30 p.m. . aver Washington; Virginia Tech over Ohio; Penn State over SyTtlcuse; Michigan
··over minois; SMU over Rice; Wisconsin over Michigan State; Stanford over
at the Kiosk.
Also being decided are 30 Oregon; Slippery Rock over Central (Co.nn.).
senatorial seats. Election results will
be carried in the FuTUre next
week.

IFC to Sponsor

Visit anew community planned
espacially for University life· styles!

'Spirit Award'
KENNETHI.GRUSHKA
& ASSOCIATES
·. THE STATE LIFE
INSURANCE co.

I

· 3191 McGuire
Orlando, Florida Suite 150
Phone

894 · 0371

Campus Representatives are:
•Danny Odom - - - -'- --671· 1379
Downtown

Oviedo

iJerry Brown - - - _. -·.'-64!).4739
'steve Arcidiacono- - -275-1944

RIDGEWooolil
Mitchell H..nllOCll

Located iuat three mi lea fro111 FTU, yet only one mile from the center
of Oviedo. Ri4;e~ Village off.,a the advonta;H of carefree oportmtnt
living In tfte 1erenity af o re1identiol subclivialon.
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"J st Arrived" for Fall· 1,200 Pullovers
SW'Eie L('J1Q 'R'ISE PEA1tS
A1t'D ~er:;s 09

T- family buildings on homeaize Iota. Lor;- laundry In bode yord area.
Pool in n- section being developed. Fullti111e re1ident
Utilities oncl s•vic:es.

The "Spirit Award" is making a
comeback. The lnterfratemity
Council (IFC) and FTU
cheerleaders will be sponsoring the
trophy which will be presented to
the group displaying the most
participation, spirit and creativity
during the upcoming basketball
season.
Five to 10 faculty-st.aff members
will be judging the active spirit
shown at both home and in-5tate
games.
Plans call for the gym to be
divided into sections and then each
section will be judged on its activity
during the athletic contest. Banners
and signs are encouraged.
Those interested in competing
for the "Spirit Trophy" in
basketball are asked to cont.act the
IFC or FTU cheerleaders.

ono;-«1t. City
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Directly Opposite Main Entrance FTU

I§§

PHONE(305)

~ 1 Bedroom · Furnished Apartment

~

273-2720
831-1222

$90 A MONTH EAcH PERsoN. BASED
ON 2 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT
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~ 2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $70
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BASED~

AMoNTHEAcHPERsoN.
ON 4 OCCUPANTS PER APARTMENT.
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* SWIMMING POOL

(THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA)
SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN
TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED
* NO LEASES
*ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st ·
* COIN LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES
* CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING-
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-=~ THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO
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CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER
~ BUILDINGS IN THE AREA
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~
FOR RENTALS TALK TO
W. M. LYNCff OWNER/MANAGER
MAI

OFFICE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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